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About This Game

** Stream Animals Currently only works for Twitch.tv Streamers **

Stream Animals brings you closer to your streaming community. You and your viewers try to be the last one standing as the land
falls into the water.

Your viewers use your streaming channel chat to decide their moves. Then the fun begins as random or voted events trigger
falling blocks, player fights, or birds coming to get them!

As the last animal standing, doesn’t always mean you’re the winner. If the birds and players don’t get you, the events can still
take you out!

Features

Play with your stream chat through Twitch.

Viewers can vote on events.

Up to 64 players from your stream chat.

Map size scaling based on player count.
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10 Events that can be toggled on/off

4 Level themes with 3 scaling sizes
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Title: Stream Animals
Genre: Casual, Early Access
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Smash Bolt Games
Publisher:
Smash Bolt Games
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This is a sequel that does what the original game did gameplay-wise, only better and slightly more refined in every way. The
story runs parallel to the first game through the perspective of Hartsock, one of Baker's squadmates from the original game, and
while the sotry is not as hard hitting and the characters aren't as interesting as in the original, the squadmate deaths are still some
of the most powerful I've experienced in a game to date, arguably more powerful than in the first game (still with little to no
character development, surprisingly). The tactical squad-based gameplay is still probably the best of any WW2 shooter to date,
ignoring its sequel which improved on the same formula even more.. cool Game :). Great game. I love it! Very addictive.
Thanks developers and steam.. Beautiful graphics and effects.
Some frustrating puzzles to solve, but very addictive and lots of levels to keep me busy.
Just finished the first solar system and now starting the 2nd set of levels.
Back to the game!. This expansion pack adds super hard monsters and more challenges to the game. The monsters don't just sit
there, they come after you and eat other monsters on the board, among other things. Very cool, recommend for a challenge..
GAaahhhhh these white screens are horrendous... building along then BAM White for 5 seconds or soo.... This "feature" or bug
can die.
. It's a very challenging and fun game. Great game for killing time. I rate a solid 5\/7. Railroad X like its predecessors is a
brilliant extensive model railway simulator. A bit time consuming to create a good furnished route, but well worth the effort.
Don't be put off by the somewhat crude models as in game they appear somewhat better. The level of control of all the vehicles
is very good and it's easy to set up multiple trains and road vehicles. For example you can have many trains on the same track
controlled as in real life by block signals. You can set some trains to stop at stations while others pass through without stopping.
Not much that you cannot do as regards automating a full and complex layout.
Now for the downside. The EEP shop..... Items purchased are linked to your registration number. I so far have not been able to
get one for the Steam version. This does not stop the shop selling you items if you have a previous registration as I do for EEP 7.
I now have a number of purchases that I can't use in Railroad X and no one replies to my e-mails.
I used to be able to purchase for EEP 7 but now I find even those purchases cannot be used with EEP 7 even though they were
bought through my EEP 7 registered account.
The EEP crew have now sorted out my registration to Railroad X.
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So far the best expansion making an already huge game even bigger. The level of detail of the NPC simulation is quite an
achievement. Sectors have all new distinctive looks and different atmospheres which makes exploration exciting. Warehouse is
a great addition and many issues in the base game have been fixed with the free update.. Unbalanced gameplay, lame to
nonexistent story, graphics nice and atmosperic but not very diverse. A disaster.
Gestures used in magics interface often hangs for no reason, but only in some scenarios. Some are so uncalibrated that in first
round without any move of the player a 3 star rating is already impossible.
The underlying story outcome is shared by at least 5 movies and 3 games that I know, so nothing new here.. This game is more
frustrating than Chess! But that doesn't take away how fun it actually is. I like to stretch my brain and this game does just that.
In every day life, I don't get to be strategic very often. It's nice to have a game in my life where I can plot, plan, and try to outwit
my opponent. So in conclusion, if you like classic brainy games, give this game a shot.. It's not quite up to the standard of the
original game but it's creative and I think added a new theatre that fits well with age of empires. I had some concerns about the
WE WUZing but all of the added civs had something to do with mediterranean culture, wasn't like they included the zulu or
anything. I enjoyed it a lot and felt it was worth buying. (Rise of the Rajas is a bit questionable though). Very fun co-op game!
Lots of bosses and different monsters.. The graphics of this game are beautiful and the challenges are appropriate in difficulty
and simplicity. I'm an avid fan of logic puzzles and prefer the ones where the rules are clearly explained in a visual manner.
Strata does that perfectly and quickly, allowing you to jump right in without excessive amounts of tutorial.

With two and a half hours in I've gotten up to the end of Set 2, out of 7. Granted theres been some moments of idling do to me
being a stay at home mother and needing to check on my son, but I still feel entertained and eager to continue on with perfecting
each score. The price is fair at the 3.99 I purchased the game for. I would highly recommend it to anyone who enjoys a casual
logic puzzle.
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